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RELATIVISTICELECTRON PINCH THERMONUCLEARDEVICE

by

Carroll B. Mills

ABSTRACT

A novel plasma pinch device that produces a relativelylarge nano-
second burst of neutrons and fully stripped ions is being developedat
the Universityof California (Llvermoreand Berkeley). The electrical
efficiencyfor the burst 1S in the percent range, and there Is widence
that nuclear burn is occurringin the pinch. The device appears to op-
erate like an implodingion beam, with million electronvolt ion temper-
ature, ueing th$ B+nnett pinch aa a virtual electrode. Reactions
obsewed in a C6 ,D plasma produce 1011 (D,D) neutr$ns$nd a .l$tof
101” almoet monochromaticions, many of which are C6 . H and D at
30 MeV from a 2- to 5-MeV electrodepotential show that a collective
accelerationprocess must be invoked.

I. INTRODUCTION

The physical reality of ionic plasma condition

neceaearyfor efficient thermonuclearburn of heavy

hydrogen has been approachedby Lute and Sahlinl of

the Universityof Californiaat Berkeleyand Liver-

more. Inertialplus magnetic confinementof a CDZ

plasma with a 1022 cm-3 densitymagnitude,and with

a temperaturegreater than 10” eV for about 10-’

see, has produced 1011 neutrone per pulse for a 10-

kJ electronpulse energy. Theee data extrapolate

to efficienciesfor (D,T) in the percent range,

suggestingthat an increase in particledensity of

only one or two ordere of magnitude ie necessaryfor

the success of this approach to nuclear power. The

qualitativeaspects to this work evolved from a dis-

cussion between J. Tuck, Los ALamos ScientificLab-

oratory (LASL),and J. Lute in 1970, when an alter-

native waa being aought to laser heating of (D,T)

pellets for producing thermonuclearenergy.

Bennett2 showed that it is possible to uee an ener-

getic high-currentfilamentof electrons to heat

matter more efficientlythan is done with photons.

Using this energy in filarnent-targetinteractions

in a way that ie coneietentwith thermonuclearpower

productionhae not been done previously.

II. DESCRIPTIONOF THE ELECTRON PINCH

The formationmechanism of an energeticpulse

of relativi.aticelectronswith a tene of nanoseconds

width and a tens of kilojoule energy ie not under-

stood. Bennett found that electron currents much

greater than 50 kA could be carried in a plasma

sheath on a pencil-sizedineulator (with potential

leas of only a few hundred kilovolts)and that most

of the applied megavoltswould be found at the end

of the insulator. The high-currentfilament carry-

ing the energy beyond the end of the rod extends the

plasma into a high potential gradient region.

Putnam3 describes the plaama’s performancefor both

the relativistic, high-currentfilament and its in-

teractionwith gases and solids. Hia general con-

clusion about the filamentwas that the ratio of

electromagnetic to kinetic energy [shownae V/y

( )where y Z 1-(v/c)2 -% and V = Nro (N E number of

electronsflength,r. = e2/moc2, the classical elec-

tron radius)] in the streamer defined its perform-

ance, Putnam also concludes that large valuee of

electronpulee energy are possible by using a hollow

or partiallyneutralizedcharge and a magnetic field

to exceed the Lawson” current limit (describedbe-

low). Interactionof this filamentwith a target



(gas or solid) was qualitativelywell understood.

However, Lute showed that the simple filament-target

interactionwould produce‘107/pulse neutrons,which

ia small with respect to magnitudes from his further

developments. Another attributeof the relativistic

filamentresulting in collectiveaccelerationof

ions was also discussedby Putnam.s

III. EXPERIMENTALOBSERVATIONSAND PROCESSES

A consistentbut qualitativedescriptionof the

processes in the Sahlin-Luteacceleratedmass (Slam)

device may be developed from obsemations made on

timing and nucleon yield. Working quickly from

electron source to sink is describedhere.

A 10-ns delay was found between high-voltage

onset and electron-currentarrival at the ground

potential,5 to 15 cm away. This time is consistent

with the formationand progressionof a partially

neutralizedplasma sheath from the cathode along the

plasma support rod. Electron current formed by

field emission at the rod base is followedby ioni-

zation of rod surface materisl, and radial accelera-

tion of the surface plasma forms a sheath. The

electronsmove to the anode, normal to the instanta-

neous equipotentialsat the front of the plasma, and

the ions move into the space charge limited electron

stream. It was ahowns that a partial neutralization

of this plasma suffices to retain the electrons in a

strongly electronegative thin sheath. The n-/n+<y2

and the magnetic field, Be, around the filamentsup-

ply the remainingradial restrainton space charge

forces on electron trajectory. The ions in this

plasma drift6 rapidly in the ~fi field toward the

cathode: En-
‘E ‘c= “

At the end of the plasma cathode, the plasma

filament ia launched into a near-vacuumsupported,

in part, by ions from the cathode material (CD2).

Further progreaaion of the filamentdepends upon a

supply of ions, since the Lawson lfmit to total

- < 17000 yvlc A, is exceededelectroncurrent, I

by almost an order of magnitude. These ions must

come, in small part, from the low-pressureback-

ground gaa, but largely they come from the anode

surface,which has been bombardedfor several nano-

seconds by relativisticelectronsfrom the filsment.

According to Putnam, the ionizationcross section

for D2 is Ui = 2 x 10-*9 cm2, ao by the time the

filamentarrives, a dense plasma has been formed on

the CD2 anode, and the residual gaa in the tank has

been ionized. At this time the radius r of the fil-

ament can be estimatedby equatingmagnetic field

eqergy and ion kinetic energy, assuming the ions to

be acceleratedradiallyacross the electricgradient

E = 2Ne/r and the magnetic field Be = 21/r. Then

r ~ o-l cm, ~ich iS consistentwith observation.

The axial progressionof the filament from the

cathode into the anode slot (diameter= 1 cm) carries

the cathode potential into a region where the POten-

tial gradient is primarily radial in direction. In

this transitionperiod, ions are acceleratedfrom

the plasma sheath that covers the anode, which is a

plate of deuteratedpolyethylene(CDZ).
+

The accelerationperiod of a D ion across a

sheath-axial-plasmaspacing is At ~ 0.3 ns, which is

the period over which the plaame moves into the re-

gion of high Er and low E . These ions move fromz
near-groundpotential to near-cathodePOtential at

the axis of the filament,and so are very energetic.

; x X forces alao acceleratethe ions along the axis

away from the cathode. At this time, the circuit

has been completedand the electrons in the pinch

see the full potential,yz >> 1, so n-/n+ ~ 1, and

the energetic of the plasma change from vfy < 1

(in the plasma sheath on the rod Ve ~ c) to V/y <1.

The axial filamentbecomes !!rigidll and atrOI@Y IWl-

ative in a manner that dependa on time conatanta,

ion supply (to retain n-in+ < yz), and potential

gradient distribution. This rigidity is caused by

the electronmass increaae (m = moy) and the large

increasein electron current due to the increaaed

electricgradient in the filament. h the current

increasesand the filamentradius decreaaea,B8(I,r)

greatly increasesfor small r, and the radial implc-

aion of ions on the anode sheath ia radially con-

fined by magnetic and inertialforces.

Until anode sheath implosion,the beam dynamics

are consistentwith the radial equation of motion

reviewedby Putnam.

d2r/dz2 . -~
B’ )(vlY) (f - -+ rla2 , (1)

where v = Nr = l(A)/17000f3z,N is the number of
0

electrons/length,I = current, 6ZC = v=, r =

e2/moc2,a = beam radius, and f = - pion/p;lectron,

where p is the charge density and v= is the axial

velocity of electrons. During the implosionphase,

.

,
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the detailed etructureof the pinch becomes complex

because of the large effect of collectiveproceeses,

one of which ie the formationof inducedaxial and

radial potentialgradienta.

The collisionleas,charge trajectorydetermined

plasma structuremay be visualizedas a static

“hose” of relativistic(massive)electronewhose

diameter is determinedby the average curvaturera-

dius of the heavy ions acceleratedfroa the anode

and from residual gases in the cathnde-anoderegion.

This radiue of curvature is determinedfrom both

the Larmor radius and the deep potentialwell de-

fined by the magnitude of f in Eq. (1), as modified

by Be(B6‘>106G). The succeedingseries of

eventa, upon arrival at the axial electronicplasma

of almoet relativisticions from the anode plasma,

ia most ei.mplydescribed by the single-particle

trajectorytheory, using Maxwell’a equations.

vxE=- i/c, v “ E = 4Hp, VXB = 4rj + ~ic, and the

force equation F- PE + jXB, withEq. (l). The ar-

rival of ions at the hose at any point along its

boundary chengee Eq. (1) to r-=
2Vr

- — , which
132ya2

reduces the‘hosediameter at a rate determinedby

ion velocity in a potential gradientE = 2p/r >

106 V/cm where the total charge o is a constant.

Then, -vxeilc-$~= -+~+wasr+o.
rc

This force acceleratesions in +z, electronein -z

direction, and Sete up an opposingE(r,z) aa P*

chargea separate. Absolutemagnltudee are such

that the hose is cut, and both ions and electrons

are subjectedto large oscillatingfields at th”e

r
instantaneousplaame frequencyu = 4nne2 , where

P— m
n(t) is determined,in part, by radially oscillat-

ing ion deneity. Collectiveeffects on p and

~[I(t)] are ao large that a qualitativepicture be-

comee difficult to see after the first full pinch

of the plasma. The relativelyinertialess elec-

trons Interactby Coulcmb collisionsand by charge

separationforces with the dense ion pinch. The

experimenthas shown that during and after full

implosion,the ions are strongly acceleratedby
. +

coil.tsioneland B proceesea in the z direction,

toward a second anode, with an almost pure vector

force. Thie indicatesthat the magnitude of Be iS
.

not reduced by reverse currente (due to VXE = - B/c)

until after the major energetic have been estab-

lished.

The final etep in exhaustingthe electrical

energy banks results in the destructiveattack of

the anode by streamersfrom the axial plasma. The

experimentalobservationthat neutron yield, which

results from full plaems implosionand the following

radial oscillationsof the ions, is inverselypro-

portional to anode damage by these high-current

streamerssuggests that the instabilitiesin the

axial plasma provide low reeietivitycurrent pathe

by forming filamentacontainingB (axial in the fil-

ament) from Be electron accelerationat the surface

of the axial (rough)hose plaame. These filaments,

which must be formed in pairs (like the two parallel

wires of a hairpin),are frequentlyobserved in

dense plasma decay, ae in the decay Of the ~rehall

plasma gun discharge.

Lute and Sahlin have ueed only solid targets

to obtain an exceedinglydense and high-temperature

plaama. Since the initiationof this work in 1970-

71, four ordera of magnitude in neutron production

have been achieved in the state of the art, and one

more factor of 10 is expected from electricalnet-

work improvement. Theoreticalstudies to improve

the modeling of their work has been useful, but

theory cannot at present replace the experimental

analysesnecessary to include the phystcs of the

Lute-Sahlindevice.

Iv. OTHER THEORETICALWORK

Reference 7 reviews the relativisticfactors on

the equationsof physics basic to the electron pulse

device, and Refs. 8 and 9 review the Maxwell, force,

and energy equations. Bebykin’al”studies of this

device are briefly swmnarlzed in the Appendix with

filamentphysics studiee by Ivanov and Rudakov.*1
~rriEon12 haa Providsd come useful neutron yield

eetimetea,and Erohkinl3 some estimates of potential

well magnitudes. Studies by Budker,s Rostoker,

Bogdankevich,and other Russian scientistsare di-

rected toward various aspecta of the relativistic

beam plasma, particularlywith respect to the many

instabilitiesthat develop. These instabilities

generallydissipate the total energy in too many

ways to permit a simple energy transfer to a suffi-

ciently small volume of ions for thermonuclearreac-

tion to occur efficiently. No theory about the

collectiveaccelerationof ions in the plasma that

result in energy multiplicationhaa been found.
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Numerical simulationof the energy distribution,as-

aumi.ngspace and time dependenceexp [i(kyy- wt)]

(Maxwell-Boltzmanndistributionof f. in f(v) =

f. + fl(fo, v, E, B, u, T) is assumed to make pos-

sible a self-consistentsolution,does not appear

to be an appropriateapproach. Also, the fields

are neither almost constant,as is usually assumed,

nor do they have a simple dependenceon one coordi-

nate. Motions are not expected to be bounded, and

a relativelysmall number of plasma oscillations

are expected,each one not small with respect to

the time-averagedvalue. None of the numerical

methods appear to satisfy the extreme requirements

of this plasma analysis. This ia now the area of

work. These studies do show that the growth of

plasma instabilitiesis sufficientlyrapid ao that

the resultinghigh fields should play a major part

in dissipatingthe relativisticelectronenergy.

Momentum conservationshould transfera large frac-

tion of electron energy to the ionic plasma, with

energy added to the axial ion jet beyond that due

to the VXH and ~ fields.

v. THE EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 showa the Bennettz electron source aa

a simple cylinder tipped with a CD2 plastic and

mounted on a high-voltageelectrode.

The electron current is formed by field emis-

sion at the base of the CD2 cathode, and progresses

for about 10 ns (10-0 see) into the anode slot

where the pinch occurs. Neutrons are formed in a

burst with a structurein time suggestinga few

damped oscillation. The source of the neutron

Fig. 1. Geometry of the Lute-Sahlinrelativistic
pinch device.

burst was located by replacing the CD2 (polyethyl-

ene) with CHZ in three stepe. Replacing the cath-

ode or the second anode with CH2 reduces neutron

yield by one-third,replacing the anode reduces the

yield by one-twentieth.

The possibilityof beam-targetinteractionas

a neutron source was also probed by measuring neu-

“tronburst symmetry (it was symmetrical)and by a

number of beam-targetactivationmeasurements.

These measurementsshowed that Cc+ was a signifi-

cant source of target activation. These measure-

ments are not yet available.

The productionof (D,T) neutrons from Tformed

by the D(D,T)n reaction occurred in significant

numbers,which further confirmsa (D,D) reaction.

A significantimprovementin neutron yield resulted

from texturingthe CDZ plaatic surfacesby relative-

ly weak “conditioning”ahots. We believe the in-

crease is due to the surface becoming a source of DZ

in the anode slot region. If this is true, and if

the mechanism is understood,using a DT microsphere

at the point of densest pinch should add a signifi-

cant factor to the neutron yield. However, the col-

lision period of ions is inverselyproportionalto

z“, thereforethe thermslizingeffect of C6+ ~a

large and could be an esaentfalpart of the energy-

aharing sequence.

Lute noted that as many neutronswere formed by

a 10-kJ burst of electrons in his device as were

formed by a 500-k.lenergy burst in a dense plasma

focus device, in which he was previouslyinterested.

The Lute-Sahlinpinch geometrywas indicatedby

the fact that a convex conical second anode was

deeply pitted, but with a pit diameter of only d =

0.01 cm. This dimension is consistentwith the

qualitativepicture drawn in the discussionabove.

Recent work has shown what is conceivablya

(C,A1)burn, ending in 10Y atoms of ‘0Zn63, in a

jet of 10’3 ions. This Zn isotope could also re-

sult from the Zn6Q (n,2n) reaction,although Zn’s

would also be expected but was not found.

w. SINGLE CHARGE DYNAMICS

The initial state of the Lute-Sahlindevice is

determinedby charge trajectoriesbecause of the

boundaryconditionsof the pinch. The time constant

t = 10-10 see, in which time charges are acceler-
C
ated from the ring surface to the axial streamer,

4



suggests that a qualitativepicture of collieion-

less pinch dynamics can be found by using the par-

ticle trajectorycode developedby Lewis.~b

Ion accelerationis startedwhen the space

charge field, set up by the axial electron etresmer,

is relaxed ae the electronscollectivelymove in

radially In step with the ion sheath front. In

cylindrical.coordinates,

V-(KAV) S ~* (K&) = -41re(n+-ti),

and E = -W/ap = 2ne/r V/cm, where n = charge per

unit length at r. If r. ia the stationarycharge

boundary,E = 2noer/r~for no chargea per unit

length. The force due to the magnetic field for

r > r. is F = Bw/c, where B = 21/s. When r < ro,
e

the cancellationof Er due to the electron space

charge at the filament surface reduces the filament

radius to that given by charge position r. Then

Be = 21r/r~,where r is the radial poeitionof the

ion sheath moving inward, and an axial induction

VXE = ~lc acceleratesions and electronsin the

sheath-filaqent intersection. In cylindricalgeom-

etry,
aB aBe

vxs=-aEz/ar=-$-#~ =-~x-$~ .

Then Ez
(
1

= 2DJfc - - rlrz
r )

~ , where the difference ie

the change in magnetic field before and after charge

arrival at the filament radius. For Ve = c, the

electricforce 2ne21r equals the magnetic force

BeV/c = 2ne2/r. Because the electric force is par-

tially neutralizedby ions, the lower limit to im-

ploding filamentradiue is set by collisionaland

collectiveforces.

Single-particletrajectoriessuggest a coil.apae

of the axial pinch to dimensionsconsistentwith

magnetic confinementby the azimuthalmagnetic

field. If we assume charge neutralization(p- = p+),

then the axial componentof the stress tensor for

steady state is & (-B2/81r+NkT) = O. An axial

filamentof current I and charge number density

N = I/eV in volume V = rr21 for v = c has magnetic

pressurepm = 412/8~r2,where 10g<pmC1013dynes/cm2,

consistentwith a thermal pressure of the same mag-

nitude only for the static condition. The inertial

preseure of the ions arrivingbehind the shock

adda a component to the stabilityanalysis and

the collectiveforces. Note that these forces

front

to

are

too small to confine the energetic ions after im-

plosion for a time longer then the time of high-

denaity ion pulse arrival. The relativemagnitudes

of inertialcompressionF =+ d(nmv)ldt- NkT, and

the time constant of 10-9 sec. are consistent~th

NA= 1013 to 1014.

The ion current to the axis is also space

charge limited,with the radial potential in the

atesdy-stateconditiongiven by

()
m%

‘d2“dr2+aviar“ 212-3 ‘

()2 2e @12/af3 amp.,soI=~~

where 13(k?nr/a) .

The total number of ions arriving

10lb/cm,which ie consistentwith

the fully developed plasma pinch,

in 10-s aec is

the anode jet from

for V = 107 V,

and the steady-statecurrent I = 10” A.

The presence of D+ ions in significantquantity

in the volume defined by an anode slot and the fila-

ment radius can add a much increasedgas target den-

sity for the high-energyions acceleratedfrom the

anode surface. The efficiencyof energy transfor-

mation from electrons to ions and then to thermo-

nuclear burn should be enhanced by shering the too-

high ion energy from the anode with the Dz gas.

The energetic and particle density of the Luce-

Sahlin device are consistentwith the neutron yield

of 1011 per burst if the I = 10” A of multi-MeV Ions

share energy with the O.1-torr preseure of Dz gas.

For this condition,the ion-ion collision time

tc = T312/& ~ 10-~o See, for n(D+) = 5 x 1022, is

consistentwith a high neutron yield Ptc. The re-

action rate P = n2@v>V(cm3) produces 1011 neutrons

in 10-10sec if n = 10220 Lute noted that the effi-

ciency of electricalto thermonuclearyield was

proportionalto the ratio of field energy to elec-

tron kinetic energy. This observationis consistent

with the above analysie, if we assume that the ener-

getic maesive particleaare of two kinds: (1) Those

particlesacceleratedalong the z axis by v x B, ~,

and momentum transfer,and (2) those particlea that

share the space charge limited ion pulse energy and

participatein a thermonuclearreaction.

VII. SOMMARY

A new device that promises to be either a par-

ticle acceleratoror a thermonuclearreactor ia

being developed by Lute and Sahlin. Both methods

5



use collectiveprocesses for nanosecondperiods and

10s A electron current with an electrodepotential

of 5 x 106 V in a Bennett pinch geometry.

Used as a particle accelerator,the device will

produce 30-FfeVprotons or other ions partially or

fully atrippedwith the same energy-per-unitcharge.

The number of ions is 1014, and the pulse ia almost

monochromaticwith a small angular divergence.

Used as a thermonuclearreactor, 1011 neutrons

are produced per pulse, which correspondsto (DT)

thermonuclearefficiencyin the percent range.

The operating sequence appears to start by

forming a plasma filament that accelerate ions

radially into a smell volume. The filament has a

high ratio of electromagneticto particle kinetic

energy, and charge trajectoriesradially through

these fields are consistentwith a high positive

axial accelerationdue to vrB and ~fc forces.

Charge separationand plasma instabilityadd large

but complex forces to the dense (N = 1022 ions/ems)

and energetic (V = 1 MeV) electronicplasma.

Understandingthis device is qualitativebe-

cause of ita essential complexity,small size, and

extremelyshort (10-9 aec) period of strongest in-

teraction.

APPENDIX

RELATIVISTICPINCH STUDIES

I. A STUDY BY BABYKIN1°

Thermonuclearreaction triggeredby an elec-

tron beam Iiaabeen made poesible by the development

of very energetic electron pulse eources,with a

beam in the megampere range. Using collectivein-

teractionsto transfer this energy to plasma was

auggeetedby Zavoyakiyand Winterberg (quoted in

Ref. 10). Harriaon showed that the rate of energy

absorptionneeded was of the order of 107 to 106 J

in times less than 10-9 aec for an unrestrained

plasma. Electron beam pulse formationcan be rel-

atively efficient (50%) (Ref. 12) compared to laser

energy transfer in this time interval (’W.1%).

With the Bennett pinch, the magnetic field associ-

ated with this high current beam of electronspro-

vides a natural meana of confinementin two dimen-

sions, whereaa collectiveeffects offer the poaai-

bility of electron energy absorptionby an elec-

tronic plasma in the third dimension. These elec-

tron beams must have small radii if magnetic fields

and particle energy density are to be high. The

Lawaon l~it to the electronbeam current,

I
max “~i3Y= 17000 By A, haa been exceededby

using a reverae current, or hollow or parsially

neutralizedbeams in which n-/n+ > y=, where n la

charge density, ~ = v/c, and y = (1 - 82)-+. ~~-

mum confiningmagnetic fields are reduced by plasma

current effecta. The interactionof the beam with

a plasma induces a reverse current when the beam

build-up time is leas than the skin-depthformation

ti.me~=~ , where r La the beam radius and u

is the plasma conductivity. The residualmagnetic

field due to f~nite conductivityprovides a focus-

ing field for the electron atreem. The focuaing

length has been estimatedby Ivanov and Rudakovll

to be

,= R(_-j’’(%yy”

where j~R <e> is the initial current density,

radiua, and angle of beam scattering,PO la the

initialplasma pressure,n! and n are the density

of the beam and plaama, and t is the Injection

time. At this length, the beam will be pinched

down to a radius r = L<e>, where it was assumed that

P’ = nVmvc2<O>2. Anomalouslylow conductivitymay

be created at high beam density
Te +

n’/n >
()Q

;

. .



when the reverse currentmay be unetable with re-

spect to the ion oscillation,which will collective-

ly dissipatebeam electron energy.

Plasma heating due to the reverse current and

the jB /c force will scatter the frozen-inmagnetic
@

field. The pressure of the plasma in the channel

is nT = n’m’c2<e>2where m’ = ym, thereforesimple

focusingwill occur when the injectiontime is

()

mu+
shorter than the scatteringtime t<z — .

C ~qnq

As the radial pinch progreasesadiabatically,the

tranevereepressure Increasearapidly alnce c6>

- Ilr. If the small angle stragglingmagnitude ie

also small (<6> small), then the radius can continue

to decrease and electron densitieswill approach

1023/cm3. The energy density would be about 1011

(J/cm’ v= 1o11 Xlo’ 1 -
’12 ~023

)

107 eV .
1.6 X 10

If the electron gas has Te = 10” eV and ne =

1022/cm3,vcol = 10i2Isec ie leas than the frequen-

cy ~ = Helmc. Therefore the gae will not cool off

during the characteristicscatteringtime if

To Vei C Veir
—— <* or

4 , 2’Pe
~2 r2 r

yz <e> ——
lnc2 c~

H

at Te ~ 10” keV, r = 2 x 10-2 cm,

Cs = 2 x 107 cm/eec,

so yz <e>+ > 40 .

II. A STUDY BY IVANOV AND RUDAKOV1l

Intense relativisticelectron beams are limit-

ed in total energy transportby interactionwith

the energy’sown fielde and with the medium in

which it ie found. For current magnitudes satlafy-

ing the Lawaon criterion for magnetic forces ex-

ceeding electrostaticforces

mocs
I > Icrit - ~ y = 17000BY

where y = (1 - S2)-4 , the beam kinetic energy is

lese than the magnetic energy, and the electron

trajectoryhas a smaller radius than that of the

beam.

The radial contractionof the beam ie given by

n’~m’v =-#$-~j~He- r ,en’E
r

and the axial motion is given by

#_ m,v
dt Z

=- ap’lar -~jrHz+ en’Ez ,

where n’ ie the electron number density in the

beam, m’ is the electronmass, p’ = n’kT’,

j; =
t ion

n’ew, He
. 21/r, Er is determinedby the solu-

of the Poiseon equation

ZIE 32vr -
5=-E

+ HZ(C, and
rz

aEz/ar = - ~ + i#c. Also, jz = 0(Ez+vr/cH6),
rz

and aHe/at = - c alar (.j;la+ Vric He) where

u = 10IS [T(eV)]
3/2

eec-l. Ivanov and Rudakovll

have shown that relativisticelectrons in a plasma

break up into thin filamentswith average B= = O.

III. A YIELD STUDY BY HARRISON12

Particles acceleratedinto a volume react with

a rate given by nz(cfv)and radiate with a rate

given by kn2T+ erg/cm’-eecwith k = 5 x 10-25 given

by Spitzer (w)DD=l.4x 10-17, (@)DT =3.3 x

10-ls for TDD = 4 x 106 and ‘DT
= 2 x 10aOK. Then

radiativeenergy losses approximatelyequal reac-

tion gain for (PD)DD = 1 and (PD)DT ~ 0.03 for

these two mixtures which are shock heated and iner-

tially confined. Adding the confining forces of

the magnetic fIeld for small potential gradients

has been shown by Ivanov and Rudakov’L to add an

equilibriumradIUS, 1, equal to the focusinglength

above. The derivationshows that the reverse cur-

rent in a plasma tends to dissipate the confining

magnetic field, thereforeinjectingan electron

beam into a plasma must be avoided as a technique

for plasma ignition. The exception is when a large

reverse current along $= +~+cancauae charge sep-

aration and a strong oscillationalong *. If B can

be excludedfrom the plasma volume, this may more

rapidly transfer electron to Ion energy due both to

Coulomb collisionsand ion acceleration.
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Iv. A STUDY BY EROHKIN ET AL.13

The interactionof particles and waves may re-

sult in capture of the beam particlea in potential

wells of the wave. The characteristictime of the

particle oscillation la

where k. = cfi ia the wave number and Elia the po-

tential amplitude in the wave. If beam particle
1/3

velocities have a widespread Au/u. >> (nI/no)

where u is velocity and nl and no are beam and

plasma densities, the beam increment ia linear witt

‘L
= (2n2e2/mk2)up afo/av .

Here, f. is the equilibriumdistributionfunction

and v
e
= up/k ia the phaae velocity of the wave.

The linear approximationfor plasma thermal

particlea ia

S!Y=.s dz
dt

m E(t) sin k=, ~ = v

~ E(t) ~ = - jrea E(t,z)

H
+?J2 v

.~ d= 0 dvo fo(vo+vo)
o

-Af2
m-v
o

ain k, (v+ve) .

The current of resonant particlea is jres and

dzdv = dzodvo was uaeclfor conservatkm of phase

apace volume, as well as the constant distribution

function over the trajectory.
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